
Which degree  program do you pursue in the college?

76 responses

When you joined the college, you were oriented about the expectations
from you and competencies you should have

76 responses

The teaching of theory courses helped you to become aware about the
working of the school system in the country

76 responses

Student Satisfaction Survey
76 responses

Publish analytics
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You got an exposure to multiple modes of teaching learning in the
college

76 responses

Did you get a chance to learn through Internet based sources in the
college

76 responses

How proficient are you with adopting ICT based learning for school
teaching

76 responses

Copy

strongly agree
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Disagree
Strongly Disagree

25%
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28.9%

Copy

Regularly
As and when teacher specified
Very rarely
Not at all

13.2%

32.9%

52.6%

Copy

Can use all ICT with ease
can use some ICT with ease
Can use ICT in limited way
Not at all capable

15.8%

28.9%

53.9%



How well were you prepared for the practice of teaching in schools?

76 responses

Did the orientation given for the school based internship useful?

76 responses

My experience in school during internship was very useful

76 responses
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Very well prepared
satisfactory
Somewhat
not at all17.1%
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Copy
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Not at all
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On the scale of 1 to 5, rate the Curriculum and Syllabi of the Courses in
your program

76 responses

  Extent of syllabi covered in the Class in the sem.

76 responses

The internal evaluation of the college is relevant and impartial

76 responses
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  Timely announcement of examination results  

76 responses

Over all qualities of teaching learning and evaluation processes in the
college are good?

76 responses

Did the mentoring process in the college help you to resolve the
difficulties in academic and personal matters?

76 responses
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Name any two attribute which you have learnt in college that helped you in effective
classroom teaching

76 responses

.

Confidence

Classroom management

Controlling class, making lesson interesting

Patient and Respect

Microteaching was very helpful

Behave in good manners with everyone

Confidence level has improved and good communication from the teachers..

Microteaching & internship

Self confidence, coping with fear

Presenting in effective way

There are many. How to maintain class n how to conduct various activities

Classroom Management and Relation between teacher and student

--

No

Bing kind

....

Self confidence and self control

Time and discipline

Classroom management, leadership quality

Action Research



.

1. Excellent communication skills. 2. Class management.

Confidence and effective use of learning aids

Try be independent

How to work in the class in a respectful manner

skills in communication, listening, collaboration, adaptability, empathy

Chalkboard skill

Overcome the fear of stage and learn communication skills

good human being first of all

Microrteaching skills helped a lot in classroom teaching.

To give a good lesson.

Use intresting things during set induction

Classroom management, CB

1)Confidence. 2)Team work(interaction with each other)

Self studying help me alott and preparing lesson plans

Confidence and self belief

Constructivist

To use as many activities while teaching

Activity based teaching and use of ICT tools

Optimism and acceptance of people the way they are

Time management, confidence

5E model, ICT tools

Classroom management, skills of teaching



Classroom control

-

Inductive Method , How To Develop Confidence, How To Stand Infront Of Students.

Time management and classroom management

I got confidence and learnt skills on voice modulation

Good communication skills and gained confidence

1) development of class presence and questioning skills (2) effective communication

One is definitely confidence and others are versatility and creativity.

Self-confidence

The smooth completion of this B.Sc B.Ed was not my cup of tea because of the tight and
improper schedule timing schedule of the college. It was out of my comfort zone and it is said
that success in not attained in the comfort zone and thats what happened with me, this
uncomfort zone has built my personality and a confident teacher.

Learning by refering books from library

1.Managing everything in the hectic shedule . 2. Giving lesson with confidence (confidence
developed )

confidence and leadership skill

The FA classes in SYs really made me work more on the charts n learning aids for teaching.
Pritesh sirs presentations helped us gain public speaking confidence.

Preparation of good learning aids n various types of evaluation techniques

None

Confidence, communication skills

Lesson plans and use of learning aids

Confidence And reading Habit

Public speaking

1.discipline 2. Respect



ICT based and activity based lessons

Boost swlf confidence and improve communication skills.

1) Have a two way communication.2) conducted activities while teaching

My doubts cleared

- rapport with students and class control

Self confidence

1) skills in communication 2) collaboration, adaptability, empathy and patience.



Mention any two expectations of yours that was fulfilled in this programme

52 responses

Nothing

Building self-confidence

I got qualify education ...

Cocorricular activites
Sports eventss

I understood the portion very well. Enjoyed semester...

To be effective teacher

Confidence level increased

Syllabus had completed on time and Co-scholastic activities done nicely

--

No

Teaching students

-----

I gained confidence and I have seen improvement in my personality

1.Presentation of lessons with confidence.
2. Improvement in communication skills.

Communication skills and confidence

Developed many skill that i expect

1) becoming an good teacher
2) and also got some experience

time management

Confidence level increased of talking in front of everyone.

Good education orientations, the way of teaching mts is very good.



Increase in confidence through peer teaching

Better learning, difficulty solve

Enjoyed while learning
Participating in various competitions

Peer teaching was having separate allotted periods.
Rise in confidence level

Confidence and Many Skills

Get Skilled in teaching
Good Education teachers / motivators

Teachers specially education staff was really very good

Over-all development

-most of the things were fulfilled

Building confident enough to deliver a lesson, self development

It has helped the students to become effective teachers.
Personal guidance was provided whenever required.

-

Internship Should Be Adjusted During The Free Time Of The School And Not That Time During
when schools Teacher Are Hurried In Completing There Syllabus

....how to handle real school situation and manage accordingly in internship and practice
teaching

Skills development and voice modulation

Proper guidance was given by the teachers and the management always came up with
innovative ideas

Fans and voltage problems are not very much. Likely to be in the next academic year.

Fans in classrooms

Fear and knowledge

None



Gaining good knowledge n self confidence

confidence and leadership skills

Using ICTs in learning

:)

Confidence and content knowledge

Self confidence

.

Becoming a confident teacher who can handle the classroom without any worries

Everything was good enough

Skilled and better confidence

I was able to utilize my skills and knowledge efficiently and effectively. I also expect career
growth personally.



Mention any two expectations of yours that was NOT  fulfilled in this programme

51 responses

Nothing

-

All were fullfilled

-----

Hostels

Nothing as such.

Less copies of reference books in library

.

Everything is fine

Appointment of teachers should not done on time and Notices are not sending on time

--

No

----

1. Teachers aren't up to the mark. They lack in good communication skills, especially History
and Geography department.
2. Please organize fun days for the students.

All expectation was fulfilled

1) personal attention
2) motivation

Outdated syllabus

Non

Lab apparatus don't work

Nope



Casual outfit over Uniform🙂😁

Should celebrate all religious program.
Events should be limited to two including talks etc.

I wanted to represent my Cricket College team that was not fulfilled. And also wanted more
sports activities class wise

Good BSc teaching
Good laboratory

During online examination in 5th sem I secured 2nd position in class but no appreciation was
given.

More internship and stressing on majoy subject besides education

Inaugh Individual attention by teachers towards difficulty that I was facing in studies.

No proper flow in the academic year

Recently I heard about a student hitanshi keluskar, who belong to our same batch 19GPCOE.
She was studying in arts section and she left the college during 6th semester because she
couldnt afford the education as her father lost his job... Being a bsc student I came to know
recently but idk how everyone kept quite on this issue..
Atlast i feel that rather than giving compensation based on caste, the college should had
somehow manage some funds and let that girl complete her education.

Giving proper orientation of internship well in advance and giving time to do lesson plans ....

NA

Proper distribution of syllabus. Being an BSc integrated course, the theory syllabus set should
have been highly reviewed and reduced as per necessity. The syllabus given to us is just copy
pasted from normal BEd courses

we students tried our best to convey
our problems in the mentor mentee meeting. as of now no changes in terms of quality except
some national conferences. Hope the teachers next year are resourceful in providing
knowledge and not generating hate towards anybody.
We would like to have a balanced timetable and valid internship period, obviously not during
school exams please🥺
One of our request of having a honest election for the CR, GS, CS etc.

The the discipline representative and ladies representative this year was just for formality and
everyone knows it. Discipline R, seriously?? it was the GS, CS and CRs who did a indeed great
job. Kudos to them 🎉.
Maths students are not robots, normal humans rest on Sundays.



Canteen issue

Improper management in college

1.Proper timetable (B.Sc & B.Ed)
2.Altering the B.Sc B.Ed format which was tight as well as tough

These are the only thing which are not proper, if these things are taken into consideration then
other things are absolutely fine

Learning ict

fluency in speaking and giving a proper lesson

Proper conceptual knowledge by the SUBJECT teachers

None

Timely instructions and proper schedule

Canteen service
Informing everything for Eg. Notice, about internship ,Internship date, Events, activities,ISA
date on Time

.

Wanted to deliver lessons using smart board

Not yet done this.

Nothing

Take responsibility for your actions.
Follow directions when given.



Considering all your experiences in this college for the last academic
year , how do you rate the college on a five point scale

76 responses
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Any other Suggestions

50 responses

No

-

No specific

Nothing

.

No suggestion

Overall College was Good

+-

•Need to clean the windows
•Electricity problem

....

Completion of syllabus at last moment should b avoided by teacher.

Please recruit the teachers who have good communication skills and knowledge about the
subject especially English and History departments. And also, I hope this time the recruitment
process of the faculties will be much faster.

Please try to update the syllabus, especially the education component.... Lectures should be
more student friendly... They r more like seminars and not lectures

no

No!!!

There should not be number of events in the college as it results in making teachers busy in
work and students sit idolly... Therefore they seem to remain absent on important days of
events.

Not much. I was happy with the curriculum and the environment ❤ 

Please please please take / appointing teachers with students feedback. (Subject teachers )

The syllabus needs to be updated in Major subject



When students are facing some issues with regards to faculty teachers please take into
consideration instead just avoiding the students

Proper management of the activities should be planned well in advance and not burden
everything at one time only

Please see to it that the needy person is helped timely...

Dont Use The Students extra money For the Development Of The College Building. use Govt.
schemes

Proper management of B.Sc and B.Ed components
Practicals physics lab should be properly maintained we'll equipped and with working
apparatus..

NA

The students in the college are classified according to their science or arts subjects and not
education. Education is just treated as an extra subject.

The canteen people are very rude, they don't return the change on time. They should adapt to
the coupon system which is found to be very useful around the "Globe" and our beloved GPCOE
is not any exception.

Too much activities during the Even semester which becomes hectic for the teachers also on
the other hand during odd sem it's just confusion of timetable and study study no activities.

The teachers are very nice mentors and coaches and are resourceful 😊 accept one.

Students should be granted permission to intercollegiate events but don't send the same
students again and again as this was the case in 2022-23 , hope other students will get a
chance and the same students are not repeated again in 2023-24.

Just like any other professional college please organise a graduation ceremony to encourage
and motivate the students 🥺.

Teacher's should support students in the inter collegiate events and motivate them for the
same

If some students are getting issue into consideration then students should not be suffered for
internal marks.

Just have a look into the proper B.Sc B.Ed format. Most of the students cannot copeup with it.

There should be proper time management for all activities in college along with the syllabus so
that students are not overburden.

The college timings should be reduced to so amount becomes all students can't stay in PG
rooms , so can't reach early at home and therefore cannot perform best to their abilities .



More focus should be given how the lesson is put forth and not how well the learning aids are
made because eventually now only ict tools are been used

Teachers should not only be selected based on their qualifications but by considering their
effectiveness of teaching.

Teachers should not disrespect the students in classroom and action taken on such type of
teaches

The canteen rates in the college are very high and even space for sitting is very less.

We need improvement in canteen (quality of food ) .

The lack of communication between the Education teachers and Subject teacher helped us to
to learn new stress management skills.Please tell the SUBJECT teachers to be grounded i dnt
know what kind if attitude they have.

No thanks

Need improvement in management in all aspects

One stationary in college for students

.

No suggestions.

Lessen the number of programs held.

College is having all facilities ..just more projectors should be there

Noo.
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